NEED AN ADDRESS?

Small parcels of ground (5 acres or less) can be assigned an address the same day.

Exception: Parcel of ground being subdivided & has not yet been recorded, needs to wait until the recording of the plat.

Large parcels of ground need the culvert with rock on it before addressing. Driveway does not need to go all the way to structure. Address is assigned within a week.

Exception: Limited amount of road frontage-usually under 300’ or shared driveway.

Addresses are needed for 911 emergency service for a quicker response time. Many utilities require a situs address for service. The address may be used for mailing purposes unless property owner or renter prefers using a post office box at any post office location.

Assignment of addresses are obtained from Franklin County Emergency 911 Addressing Authority, not your local post office.

Please contact Franklin County Emergency 911 Addressing Authority at 636-583-6396.